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ABSTRACT

Development of gesture interaction requires a combination of three design matters: gesture, presentation, and dialog. However, in current work on rapid prototyping the focus is on gestures taking into account only the presentation. Model-based development incorporating gestures, in contrast, supports the gesture and dialog dimensions. The work on ProGesture aims at a rapid prototyping tool supporting a coherent development within the whole gesture-presentation-dialog design space. In this contribution, a first version of ProGesture is introduced. Here, gestures are specified by demonstrating the movements or they are composed of other gestures. The tool also provides a dialog editor, which allows gestures to be assigned to dialog models. Based on its executable runtime system the models and gestures can be tested and evaluated. In addition, gestures can be bound to first presentations or existing applications and evaluated in their context.
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1. INTRODUCTION

3D-gestures, such as touchless hand gestures and body movements are more and more used in human-computer interaction. Although gesture controlled user interfaces have been investigated for several years, developing systematically intuitive and ergonomic 3D-gesture interactions is still challenging. Work in this field does not only aim at appropriate gestures taking into account the physiology of the human body and the users’ goals, but also includes investigation of suitable UI widgets and presentations as a whole, as well as of the development process.

A gesture, according to Hummels & Stappers (1998) and Saffer (2008), is a coordinated movement or position of a body or parts of a body with the intent to interact with a system. This definition comprises dynamic gestures, that are characterized by their movements, and static gestures (also named poses), which are specific postures that are shown for a short while (Mitra & Acharya, 2007). Furthermore, a gesture may be discrete, i.e. the respective reaction of an associated object is triggered after completing the gesture (e.g. a thumb-up gesture to move to the next page of a form). Whereas a continuous gesture provides the user with simultaneous reactions, i.e. the system’s reaction is started and completed with the gesture performance, e.g. “pinch” or “zoom” for map interactions (Ruiz, Li, & Lank 2011). Pointer-based interactions are typical for the continuous category. Nevertheless, from a usability point of view, it may be rewarding, to provide intermediate feedback for all types of
gestures, independent of the successful completion of a discrete gesture, e.g. to indicate for the user that the start of a dynamic gesture was recognized.

Besides deciding on gestures, feedback and their relations it has to be ascertained how to communicate the gestures to the user. The presentation, more precisely the perceived affordance highly impacts the gestures users will perform. The concept of affordances was introduced by Norman (1998) and later on clarified as perceived affordances. It describes a desirable property of a UI, which leads users to perform the correct actions to reach their goals. Hence, designing gesture interaction requires not only to develop the gesture set and the presentation but also to consider their dependencies thoroughly. A modification of a gesture set often necessitates altering the presentation, in order to indicate the new gestures to the user.

Additionally, the dialog structure determines the order of gesture execution and therefore affects the design of gesture interaction and vice versa. The dialog may have to be modified, for example, if a sequence of gestures is exhausting the user or if the planned presentation leads the user to perform the gestures in a different sequence.

Three, mutually dependent design dimensions can describe these different perspectives: gesture, presentation and dialog. At the same time, procedures and tools supporting a rapid prototyping of gesture interactions are still under investigation. Currently two approaches exist with respect to these design dimensions: On the one hand, work concentrating on the gesture dimension while taking into account the presentation, and on the other hand work, mostly model-based design approaches, focusing on gestures as a new, possibly additional interaction modality of a dialog. Hence, support for typical development activities is reduced to only two dimensions and their relationships, as yet.

In this paper our work towards ProGesture, a tool supporting rapid Prototyping of 3D-Gesture interactions is introduced. The objective of its development is to cope with the resulting gesture-presentation-dialog design space as a whole in a flexible way. It aims at the early development phases, i.e. at rapid prototyping of 3D-gestures in combination with first UI sketches, such as mockups. In addition, it focuses on dialog modeling and on testing based on executable models. Currently, different main functional modules are implemented as proof-of-concept tools to gain experiences and to refine the requirements. These modules are presented in the following by means of their central features and scenarios of use.

Prior to this, the next section takes a look at the design space spanned by the design dimensions gesture, presentation and dialog. Here, a coffee maker is taken as a simple example of developing gesture-based interactions according to the 1-, 2- or 3-dimension design (sub-)space. This is followed by a section on related work. Approaches from the literature on concrete procedures for gesture interaction development within the early phases are presented as well as tools related to ProGesture. Afterwards a short overview of the main functional modules of the ProGesture tool is given. Next, usage scenarios are described revisiting the coffee maker examples. The paper concludes with a summary of main results and an outlook.

2. GESTURE INTERACTION DESIGN SPACE

The development space of gesture-based interactions is impacted by different aspects such as visualization techniques (e.g. 2D vs. 3D), sensor technique (e.g. Microsoft™ Kinect®1 vs. Leap Motion™2) and gesture recognition algorithms (e.g. body movements vs. finger gestures). The axes in Figure 1 represent the design matters gesture, presentation and dialog, whereby the axis values determine the scope for development in each case. The more scope for design exists on each dimension the more space for finding a solution is available. If on the contrary the presentation, the gestures
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